REGULATION ON INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITIONS OF CYNOLOGICAL UNION (WKU)
This provision is in accordance with the Charter of the ISS (WKU BAND), in accordance with the principles
of humane treatment of animals and is obligatory for execution by all Member countries of the ISS (WKU).
The application of the schedule of exhibitions by members of the expeditionWKU for the next year was
adopted with 1 November to December 1 of the current year The application shall be in writing, in expertise
and show the Commission addressed to the President, together with the status of exhibitions, dates, location,
with address and telephone of the Organizer.
***

1. GENERAL PROVISIONS
1.1. Organization and holding of the exhibition is carried out in accordance with this "Situation".
1.2. the venue (city and country)
1.3. Date of event
1.4. International (exhibition:CAC , CACIB), national (CAC), Championship (breed CAC, CH), dog (breed
CAC).
1.5. the exhibition can be worn as outdoor nature and vnutriklubnyj.
1.6. The exhibition of all breeds of dogs are allowed, with the exception of specialized (Championship,
monoporodnAya) .
1.7 Recording exhibit provisional inclusion in the catalogue and on the day of without inclusion in the
catalog. Ring correspond to the numbers in the catalogue numbers and numbers on the evaluation sheets.
1.8. Dogs not listed in the catalog, title not assigned.
1.9. International exhibition of CACIB rank should only be done indoors. in case of absence in place of the
premises satisfies the conditions of the exhibition, in the period from 1 April to 01 November allowed the
exhibition to open spaces, equipped with canopies from Sun and rain, the source of water and sanitary
facilities for exhibitors.
1.1 0 Brigade in the ring should include: the ring, managing Secretary of working with an expert, Secretaries
(not more than two) to working with documents and, if necessary, an interpreter.
1.1 1 . In the ring can only be expert, expert, translator, trainee, Secretaries and managing exhibitors.
1.1 2 CAC exhibition can be held in open spaces, but should have shelters from the Sun and rain, must be
equipped with seats, dogs have a source of water and sanitation facilities for the exhibitors.
1.1 3 . The Organizing Committee reserves the right not to accept for participation anyone from wanting to
expose the dog.
1.1 4 CAC exhibitions are serviced by experts not below the national categories.
1.1 5 . For exhibiting the dog owner is obliged to fill in the application form indicating the exhibition class
breed, nicknames, abbreviation and pedigree, tattoo or microchip, date of birth, colour, Paul's nickname and
number. pedigree father, nickname and number of Pedigree dog, name of mother breeder owner last name,
first name, complete mailing address including zip code, telephone number. Application form signed by
necessarily the owner of the animal with the provision of photocopies of the document of origin.
1.17. Dogs, late to the ring, to the examination are admitted and evaluated, but not for places, the title and
the right to participate in the comparative competitions.
1.18. The judging in rings and competitions must not start before the time specified in the schedule of
exhibitions.
1.19. The exhibition catalogue of any rank must contain:
-The list of judges, together with an indication of the country of residence-the Organising Committee List
-Regulation on the holding of the exhibition of this rank.
-Schedule exhibiting dogs breeds, day, rings and judges.

-Schedule of all events.
-List of dog breeds by group- WKU in alphabetical order, with an indication of the numbers by catalogue
(corresponding to the numbers of exhibitors) is the number of participants.
-List of exhibitors that begins the name of gruppyMKS- WKU , the name of the breed, then it should be list
of participants by sex and class in the sequence they are exhibiting:
-Baby (dogs, then bitches)
-PUPPIES (dogs, then bitches)
-Juniors (males then females)
-Males (consistently classes-young, open, working, winners, champions, veterans)
-Suki (consistently classes-young, open, working, winners, champions and veterans) 1.20 in those rocks,
where the judging for the okrasam Division is also on color in the sequence mentioned above.
1.21 Numbering sequentially on all exhibitors
1.22 Full catalogue data of each dog should include: No., dog, dog pedigree-No., date of birth, colour, name
of father, name of mother, surname and initials of the owner, the owner's surname and initials indicating the
cities/countries.
1.23 Directory Number exhibitions cannot be less than the number of participants.
1.24. the exhibition catalogue is not allowed to empty rooms. The dogs titles not included in the exhibition
catalogue, not confirmed.
1.25. the organizer and exhibitors must comply with veterinary Legislation of the country in which the
exhibition is held.
1.26. it is forbidden to enter the territory of dog shows, not participating in this exhibition.
1.27. The owner and the owned dogs, as well as the handler may be disqualified from participation in all
activities conducted by the zootechnical MKS-WKU from 6 months to indefinitely:
-for providing false information when registering a dog for exhibition
-for not complying with the rules of the exhibition;
-for attempting to influence the decision of the expert;
-valid for your dog's aggression towards other exhibitors;
due to unethical behavior towards experts, organizers, or other exhibitors.
due to being within the territory of the exhibition under the influence.
1.28. The end of the year, the country members of the ISS-WKU for expert-vystavočnoû Commission report
on the exhibitions (dates, titles). The report gives up before the end of the year.

2. exhibition CLASSES
2.1. the examination conducted by the following classes:

baby with 3 to 6 months

Puppies with 6 to 9 months

Juniors from 9 to 18 months

young dogs from 15 to 24 months

Open from 18 months and older

working with 18 months or older (in the presence of diplomas for training or field trials systems ISSWKU)

winners from 15 months (if there is at least 2 SAS certificate)

champions (if you have a certificate, national champion of the country member of MKS-WKU)

veterans with 10 years of age and older (lower bound of age shall be permitted to countries members of
the ISS-WKU)


3. EVALUATE, rank, TITLES
3.1. all classes except class children and puppies can be obtained from evaluation: "excellent", "very good",
"good", "satisfactory". Children and puppies are given ratings: "great prospect", "perspective", "little
prospect".

3.2. Dogs with disqualification evils remain unrated.
3.3. Placement in a ring is made for dogs who received "excellent", and defined only the first three places
remaining at the discretion of the examiner.
3.4. Dogs who took first place in the ring, at the discretion of the expert
can be assigned titles:
3.5. Titles:
-SACIB- WKU (Ph.d. in international champions of beauty)-is awarded only at international exhibitions and
won male bitch in comparative classes winners ring young, open, working, winners and champions.
-R. CACIB WKU (backup candidate in international champions of beauty)- awarded Sooke and mail is
similar to award the title of SACIB, runner-up in comparative classes winners ring young, open, working,
winners and champions.
-SAS- WKU (candidate for national champions of beauty)-awarded to the best bitch and the dog get to
occupy the first place with EXCELLENT assessment in placement in classes young, open, working, winners
and champions.-r. CAC- WKU (backup candidate for the national champions of beauty)-awarded Sooke and
male runner-up with an evaluation of excellent in placement in classes young, open, working, winners and
champions.
-BOB (best of breed)-awarded when comparing the best males and females breed. BOB-not awarded in
junior class
-W JC- (the candidate for young champions of national beauty)-awarded to the best bitch and dog get who
took first place with an estimation of EXCELLENT in junior class. Best of class is sent for participation in
the contest is the best representative of the Group of junior class.
All backup certificates can be awarded only when the certificates awarded. So, can not be awarded R.CAC,
unless awarded by CAC and may not be awarded to r. CACIB, unless awarded CACIB.
At international exhibitions, in its sole discretion, the judge may assign dog CAS, but not assign CACIB.
BIS-B, BIS-P-J, BIS, BIS-V (this title is awarded at the discretion of the organisers), best baby, puppy,
junior, veteran exhibitions are selected when comparing the best baby, puppies, juniors, veterans of all
breeds participating in the exhibition.-BIG (Best in Group)-best in Group WKU in each group, among the
best representatives of the species (BOB) judge determines at least 3 best dog first gets the BIG title.
BIS (Best in Show)-the best dog exhibitions, when comparing the winners by groups WKU (BIG), the first
of which gets the BIS.

4. comparative CONTESTS
4.1. the results of the comparative contests are determined by:

Best dog exhibitions.

Best dog breeds group.

Best of breed.

Class winner.

Best dog breeds

Best bitch of the breed

Best in show junior

Best junior group.

Best junior of breed

Best puppy in show

Best puppy in group.

The best puppy of the breed.

Best veteran exhibition
4.2. The best puppy of the breed. Dogs and bitches can be inspected in one ring. In the case of separation of
the rings sex compares males and females, took first place in the puppy class winner gets the title of "best
puppy". Similarly for the baby class.
4.3. Best puppy in show. Compares the puppies of all breeds, obtained the title of "best puppy".
4.4. Best Junior of breed. Compare dog and winners bitch.
4.5. Best Junior Group of breeds. Compare the best Juniors rocks.

4.6. Best in show junior. Compare the best Juniors groups of rocks.
4.7. the class winner. Compares the dogs in the classes of young winners, open, working and champions.
4.8. Best dog and best bitch. Separately, compare dogs and bitches, who received title Winner in classes of
young winners, open, working and champions.
4.9. the best of breed. Compare Best dog and Best bitch.
4.10. the best of the group. Compare the best representatives of breeds that are members of the group.
4.11. Best dog exhibitions (Best in show). Compare the best representatives of the groups.
4.12. Best veteran exhibition. Compares the Veterans all breeds in one ring.
4.13. In competitions for the title of best junior group of rocks, the best representative group of rocks is
determined by three seats. In the contest for the title of best dog exhibitions is determined by five seats.
5 contests:
5.1 at the exhibition pairs competitions, producers, nurseries, as well as contests, competitions and
Championships in hendlerstvu.
5.2 participation of competitive pairs, nursery growers, is valid if there is an entry in the directory.
Examination of these rings is carried out by an expert. Trainees receive a diploma indicating space.
5.3. the competition pairs participating dogs of one breed (dog and bitch), of any age, belonging to the same
owner.
5.4. the competition shall be submitted to one breed of dog kennels, of any age, obtained in one kennel,
which has registered in the National Organization member of ISS-WKU . For contest registration Kennel
owner must submit a completed application form with a list of all dogs participating in the contest and
providing photocopies of certificates of origin (ISS-WKU).
The number of dogs derived in one Kennel must not be less than three.
5.5. the competition may be represented as a dog and bitch with their offspring.
A) from males must be at least two descendants from each represented by litter. The total number of
offspring-not less than four.
B) u Suk (taking into account decorative and small breeds) should be represented by at least two
descendants.
6. examination
6.1. To the expertise of the exhibition attracted qualified experts ISS- WKU. 6.2. the assessment of the dog
is awarded by an expert alone, is final and not subject to appeal.
6.3. the expert has the right to refuse to evaluate dog and remove it from the ring, if the owner or handler is
behaving unethically, as well as in the case of dog cowardice or aggressiveness towards expert or anyone.
6.4. the expert has the right to consult with colleagues in resolving contentious issues, but the final decision
is made by them alone.
6.5. the expert shall not have the right to examine the dogs owned by him or members of his family.
6.6. Secretaries, assistants, interns ring do not have the right to display dogs in the ring, in which they work.
6.7. The dog into the ring for the examination are displayed on a soft collar, or at ringovke. Not allowed
examination of dogs on strict collar, muzzle, with medals, on a leash, collar output.
6.8. When the expert evaluation of animal contact method, the examiner should make use of the antiseptic
agent, supplied by the organisers.
6.9. When the dog pose in the ring denied double handling.
7. AWARDS
7.1. Dogs have received "excellent", "very good", "good"-may be awarded the medal or token.
7.2. all participants Best in the show may be awarded premium outlets, pennants, cups-"party Best in show"
7.3. Best veteran awarded the prize.
7.4. Best dog exhibition receives top prize.
7.5. Additional awards and prizes may be established by the organizers of the exhibition.
8. LEGAL ISSUES
8.1. claims on the results of the examination will not be accepted.
8.2. transfer of dogs from one class to another are not allowed.
8.3. The registration fee upon cancellation of the Exhibitor's participation in the fair will not be refunded.

8.4. the organizers are obliged to hold an exhibition in these terms. In the event of civil unrest, natural
disasters, epidemics and other force majeure causes exhibition is held, money for registration are
not refundable.
SANCTIONS FOR VIOLATION OF THE RULES OF HOLDING EXHIBITIONS.
-for late filing of the graphics, tradeshow
-for breaching the schedule of exhibitions,
-for the invitation of judges is not licensed in the MKS-system WKU,
-for breaching the rules on attribution of the titles
-for breaching the terms of provision of exhibition, reporting
apply the following sanctions:
-a warning
-a temporary ban on the holding of international exhibitions,
due to the systematic violation of the exclusion of the members of the expedition WKU

